Abstract-With the popularization of Internet, many users can obtain various multimedia services through heterogeneous Internet. Among these services, video streaming application is the most challenging. Because of time constraint and variable bit rate (VBR) property of a video, the problem of streaming high quality video is insufficient external WAN bandwidth. Therefore, it is difficult to expand high quality video streaming services. To solve this problem, we proposed a novel video cache algorithm, called the Optimal Cache (OC) algorithm, for a relay video proxy. By caching portions of a video in a relay video proxy closed to clients, the video playback quality can be guaranteed and the problem of insufficient WAN bandwidth across Internet is eliminated. However, data packets are often lost while streaming video data across Internet, which downgrades video playback quality and even halts the video playback. In this paper, we refine the OC algorithm and propose a novel Priority Selected Cache (PSC) algorithm to select maximum high priority video data for caching in a relay video proxy. The PSC algorithm reduces the decoding errors caused by packet loss, improves error recovery, and provides QoS-guaranteed video playback. On the basis of experiment results with testing several benchmark videos, we show that the PSC algorithm caches at least 15% more high priority video data in a relay video proxy than conventional OC algorithm. Additionally, the PSC algorithm uses minimum storage in a relay video proxy and reduces the maximum bandwidth requirement in the WAN (as does the OC algorithm) subject to QoS-guaranteed video playback.
D
UE TO advances in broadband technology, media streaming services over the Internet have gained in popularity in recent years. Multimedia applications, such as digital libraries, video-on-demand and distance learning, require video streaming services to provide a more attractive and effective presentation than conventional text-or image-based services. Although there are various commercial products for video streaming, including those from Microsoft Media, Real Media and Apple QuickTime technologies, the majority of them usually provide on-demand streaming services of poor-quality video content. However, with the rapid growth of streaming services, customers are becoming more and more sensitive to video playback quality. Consequently, they are increasingly dissatisfied with poor quality video content (with low bit rates) and small screen displays (computer screen). Because of high bandwidth requirement, a high-quality video is usually stored and streamed in a compressed format. A compressed video naturally has the variable bit rate (VBR) property and its peak bit rate is generally much higher than its average bit rate, as shown in Table II . The bursty nature of a compressed video causes it difficult to provide QoS-guaranteed video streaming services because external WAN bandwidth is insufficient [1] - [5] , [7] , [13] , [16] , [17] , [29] . The problem becomes more complicated when streaming high quality video data through heterogeneous Internet.
Currently, Internet architecture is generally heterogeneous and consists of many Internet service providers (ISPs) as shown in Fig. 1 . These ISPs interconnect through a backbone WAN owned by the third party. Each client accesses the Internet through an ISP via the access network. Typical examples of access networks include HFC, XDSL, ISDN, or LAN. Because the backbone WAN is shared by a large number of clients, network transmission quality is difficult to guarantee. Hence it is generally more costly to deliver data across the backbone WAN than across the access network. To reduce the required external WAN bandwidth in video streaming applications, prior researchers have proposed two major techniques: video smoothing and web proxy. 1) Video smoothing. This technique flattens the bit rate fluctuation of the inter-frame by utilizing a client buffer, called a smoothing buffer. By averaging the transmission rate of consecutive video frames, the end-to-end peak bandwidth (from the video server to the client) can be reduced dramatically. Certainly, the external WAN bandwidth requirement is naturally reduced. This issue has been well researched already [6] , [9] - [12] , [14] , [15] , [19] , [21] - [23] , [28] , [30] - [32] . Using the optimal video smoothing algorithm, one can obtain a minimum smoothing rate for streaming video across networks. However, if the external WAN bandwidth is too small (i.e., less than the minimum smoothing rate), the quality of video transmission still cannot be guaranteed. 2) Web proxy. Proxy technology has been widely used for improving the service quality and distributing contents, as shown in Fig. 1 . For example, web content (e.g. hypertext, image data, and even small video) is entirely cached in a web proxy close to clients and end-users can retrieve this web content from the web proxy via the ample LAN access link without using external WAN bandwidth. By reducing content retrievals from the remote web server, the WAN bandwidth requirement decreases and the remote web server traffic is off-loaded [8] , [18] , [20] , [24] . However, compared with the small size of web content, a high quality video is extremely huge. Caching an entire video in a web proxy to eliminate the WAN bandwidth requirement is unrealistic. Hence, it is impractical to apply the web proxy to directly handle video caching services. For guaranteeing video playback quality and avoiding insufficient WAN bandwidth, the best way to stream high-quality video is to replicate a video server closed to clients at the access network. However, in a video streaming system, there are generally a large number of videos stored in the video server for on-demand services. The total amount of these video contents usually tends to a high Terabytes level. From the cost-benefit analysis, replicating video servers in all access networks is uneconomical and impractical. Therefore, a video proxy is proposed to install in the local access network for caching partial video contents. The main objective is to reduce the bandwidth requirement in the backbone WAN.
Many proxies with handling video contents were designed by several groups of researchers [25] - [27] , [33] - [35] , among which, the Video Staging mechanism, first proposed by Zhang et al., caches only a pre-selected portion of a video data into a relay video proxy close to clients. Also, an algorithm to handle the Video Staging mechanism was presented in [35] . We refer to this algorithm as the CC (cut-off cache) algorithm in this paper. This CC algorithm is a one-pass algorithm and mainly concerned with comparing each frame sequentially in a video with a given cut-off rate (the external WAN bandwidth). If an entire frame cannot be transmitted by this cut-off rate in a frame period (the duration of each frame playback), the CC algorithm cuts the excessive portion of this video frame and stores it in the relay video proxy. However, the compressed video usually has a large size variation between video frames. Therefore, Zhang et al. proposed an enhanced CAS (cut-off after smoothing) algorithm to handle the Video Staging Mechanism. It is a two-pass by H , makes it incorrect to decode all subsequent low priority frames (B-or P-frames), denoted by L , in the same GOP in a MPEG video.
algorithm that combines the CC algorithm and video smoothing technologies to further reduce the proxy storage and WAN bandwidth requirements. The CAS algorithm is the most effective algorithm in [35] . However, it is too complicated to handle the server streaming schedule and the client buffer control computed by the CAS algorithm.
To solve problems mentioned above, a one-pass algorithm, called Optimal Cache (OC) algorithm, is proposed to compute the subset of a video caching in a relay video proxy with linear time complexity ( , where is the number of frames), same as the CC algorithm. The proxy cache storage computed by the OC algorithm is minimal. This indicates that the OC algorithm caches the less video but reduces same WAN bandwidth requirement. If the equal amount of cache storage is given, the OC algorithm requires less WAN bandwidth than that computed by the CC or CAS algorithm to provide QoS-guaranteed video streaming services. We present that our OC algorithm is the most effective than previous conventional algorithms in the video proxy cache handling [26] .
If network delivery is lossless, the OC algorithm is the most cost-effective design for video relay in terms of QoS-guaranteed video playback. However, data packets are transmitted across Internet and often lost, which downgrades video playback quality and even halts video playback. Furthermore, the importance of each frame in a compressed video (e.g., a MPEG video) is different. Consider a MPEG video in which an I-frame is referenced by all other frames in the same GOP (Group of Pictures) [2] . The loss of packets belonging to a high priority frame (I-frame), denoted by , makes it incorrect to decode all subsequent low priority frames (B-or P-frames), denoted by , in the same GOP, as shown in Fig. 2 . Consequently, video playback quality is degraded even faster due to heavy packet loss.
In this paper, we set that I-frames are more important than other kinds of frames in a compressed video and must be given the highest priority for caching. Therefore, we propose a novel Priority Selected Cache (PSC) algorithm to solve this priority data selection problem. The PSC algorithm calculates the minimum amount of cached video in the relay video proxy and reduces the maximum external WAN bandwidth requirement (as does the OC algorithm). Furthermore, it determines a video caching subset such that the total amount of high priority cached data is maximal, subject to the minimum cache storage requirement. Experiments with several benchmark videos show that our proposed PSC algorithm improves the ratio of high priority data cached in a relay video proxy by at least 15% more than the conventional OC algorithm.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss related works and problem formulations in Section II and present our proposed algorithm in Section III. Experiment results are presented and analysed in Section IV. Finally, in Section V, we present our conclusions.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND RELATED WORKS
To clarify the problem and the proposed algorithm, we state the following definitions. Video content consists of a sequence of video frames , where is the size of the video frame, and is the total number of video frames, as shown in Fig. 3 . When the video is requested, each video frame is sequentially streamed to the client for playback. Additionally, the size of a video is denoted by and the amount of I-frame data in this video is denoted by , where indicates that frame is an I-frame; otherwise . On the client side, the time period between receiving and playing the video is called "startup latency," denoted by , as shown in Fig. 3 . The size of client buffer (stores received video for playback in a client) is denoted by , as shown in Fig. 4 . In this paper, we formulate the problem on the basis of a discrete time model. Let represent the time period between the playback of consecutive frames ( and ), where . Without loss of generality, is set as and the initialized value . The time instance of the frame playback is defined by , where and . While a video request is admitted for serving, a video server should sequentially retrieves video data from storage devices and sends them to the client buffer by a proper bandwidth. Therefore, the client can continuously display video frames received and starts to playback at time instance . The time interval between adjacent frames is . The process of the video streaming is an accumulative transmission, as the cumulative amount of video data that received at time instance . Let represent a video streaming schedule of a remote video server, where indicates the rate of streaming the video data from the video server between time instance and , as shown in Fig. 4 . represents the allocated external WAN bandwidth. To simplify network resource management, we assume that a network delivery service with minimum delay is used to stream video data across networks.
A sequence of the cached video data is represented by , where indicates the cache size of video frame retrieved from the relay video proxy at time instance . The total size of cached video is denoted by and the amount of I-frame data cached in the relay video proxy is represented by . Increasing the value of (the ratio of I-frame data cached in the relay video proxy) decreases the probability of a video decoding error and thus increases video playback quality. We now define the problem of "priority cache selection" of a video.
Problem: Given a video, we compute a pre-cached subset C, such that the cached I-frame data is maximal, subject to the minimum amount of cached data , while the startup latency, client buffer size, and external WAN bandwidth remain constant.
A. Cut-Off Cache (CC) Algorithm
Zhang et al. proposed a CC algorithm to handle Video Staging. The CC algorithm sequentially compares each video frame with a given cut-off rate [35] . If an entire frame cannot be transmitted by this cut-off rate in a frame period (the duration of each frame playback), the CC algorithm cuts the frame and stores the excess portion in the video proxy. The peak bandwidth requirement is reduced from to , because part of the video is accessed from the nearby video proxy. The CC algorithm is a good design in system implementation. However, the compressed video usually has a large size variation between video frames. One frame size may be very small and it will result in the external WAN bandwidth not to be fully utilized. If this unutilized WAN bandwidth can be used to pre-fetch subsequent video data, the cached storage requirement in the video proxy will be reduced even more.
B. Cut After Smoothing Algorithm (CAS)
To solve the problem of unutilized WAN bandwidth, Zhang et al. proposed an enhanced Cut-off after Smoothing (CAS) algorithm to handle the Video Staging Mechanism. This is the most effective algorithm in [35] . It is a two-pass algorithm that combines the CC algorithm and video smoothing technologies to further reduce the requirement for video proxy storage and WAN bandwidth. In the two-pass process, the smoothing algorithm is run first, followed by the CC algorithm. In Fig. 5 , we illustrate the data flow diagram of operations in the CAS algorithm. According to the experiment results in [35] , the CAS algorithm is more effective than the CC algorithm. However, it is more complicated to handle the server streaming schedule and the client buffer control computed with the CAS algorithm than with the CC algorithm. The CAS algorithm is proposed by integrating the CC algorithm with the video smoothing technique: First, given a video content , the video smoothing technique is applied and a smooth streaming schedule, , of the remote video server is computed. Second, the CC algorithm is applied and is designed as . If , then will be set to zero (none of the video data is retrieved from the video proxy at time index ). Additionally, the finial streaming schedule of the remote server in the CAS algorithm is .
C. Optimal Cache (OC) Algorithm
A one-pass algorithm, called Optimal Cache (OC) algorithm, is proposed to compute the subset of a video caching in the video proxy with linear complexity ( , where is the number of frames), same as the CC algorithm. The key concept of the OC algorithm is to use the unutilized WAN bandwidth to pre-fetch the subsequent video data. Given a video content and specific resources, including the external WAN bandwidth, client buffer, and startup latency, the proxy cache storage computed by our OC algorithm is minimal. This indicates that the OC algorithm caches the less video but reduces same WAN bandwidth requirement. If the equal amount of cache storage is given, the OC algorithm requires less WAN bandwidth than that computed by the CC or CAS algorithm to provide QoS-guaranteed video streaming services. We present that our OC algorithm is the most effective than previous conventional algorithms in the video proxy cache handling [26] .
D. Cache Selected After Smoothing (CSAS) Algorithm
In order to understand the effectiveness of adding smoothing algorithm, we also combine the smoothing algorithm [22] with the OC algorithm [26] to propose a Cache Selected after Smoothing (CSAS) algorithm in [27] . The main idea behind the CSAS algorithm is designed by integrating two processes, the video smoothing process and the OC process. In this algorithm, the client buffer consists of two parts, the smoothing buffer and the staging buffer. The smoothing buffer is designed to use in the video smoothing process and the staging buffer is designed to use in the OC process. In Fig. 6 , we illustrate the data flow diagram of operations in the two-pass CSAS algorithm. There are five steps to run the CSAS algorithm. Detail descriptions are presented as follows. First, a video is fed into the smoothing process of the CSAS algorithm. Through the smoothing process, an end-to-end basis (from server to client) streaming schedule (smoothed) is computed. The peak bandwidth of this streaming schedule is computed, denoted Fig. 7 . Frame f (B-or P-frame) is high priority video data and frame f (I-frame) is low priority video data. The buffer underflow occurs in frame f . On the basis of the OC algorithm, partial video data, f (x), of frame f with size x will be selected to cache.
by . After the smoothing process, the regulation video data at the client buffer is formulated. Given the allocated WAN bandwidth, , this regulation video data is fed into the OC process, where . The final streaming schedule of the remote server is computed. The cached data set is computed after the OC process. From the experiment results in [27] , we find that the effectiveness of the CSAS algorithm is very close to the OC algorithm based on different performance indices. The influence of adding smoothing algorithm is not conspicuous. Therefore, smoothing process only causes that the streaming schedule computed by the CSAS algorithm is difficult to control and implement.
III. PROPOSED PRIORITY SELECTED CACHE ALGORITHM
Because of video compression technology, there is the intraframe relation between the consecutive frames in a video. Generally, I-frame is more important than P-or B-frame in a MPEG video, because P-and B-frame will be decoded correctly with depending on I-frame. Therefore, the cache priority setting of each frame in a video should be different. In conventional algorithms, such as CC, CAS, OC and CSAS algorithms, a portion of a video frame is cached without considering the frame's priority. Therefore, a large amount of low priority frame data (B-or P-frames) will be stored in the relay video proxy. Once I-frame data needs to be transmitted from a video server across Internet and packet loss occurs in this I-frame data, however, the subsequent low priority P-or B-frame data retrieved from a video server or a relay video proxy will not be correctly decoded.
A. Priority Selected Cache (PSC) Algorithm
We refine the OC algorithm and propose a novel PSC algorithm to overcome this shortcoming. The PSC algorithm selects the maximum amount of high priority frame data (I-frame) cached in the relay video proxy server, subject to minimum cache storage (same as the OC algorithm).
The main idea of the PSC algorithm is to exchange the cached data from a low priority frame (B-or P-frame) with video data from a high priority frame (I-frame). A simple example presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 illustrates this exchange process. In Fig. 8 . The PSC algorithm exchanges the cached data from a low priority frame with video data from a high priority frame. Therefore, the video data, f (x), of frame f will retrieved from relay video proxy. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , we present a exchange example between two consecutive frames, and . Frame (B-or P-frame) is low priority video data and frame (I-frame) is high priority video data. The buffer underflow occurs in frame at time instance . On the basis of the OC algorithm, partial video data, , of frame with size will be selected to cache in the video proxy, as shown in Fig. 7 . Originally, frame is retrieved from the remote video server. However, the PSC algorithm will exchange the cached data from a low priority frame with video data from a high priority frame. Therefore, the video data, , of frame will be retrieved from video proxy after processing exchange process, as shown in Fig. 8 .
However, the exchange process is rarely applied between two consecutive frames. Generally, there are several frames in the middle of two frames which are needed to apply video data exchange. In Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , we present an example to illustrate the exchange process between two distant frames. When the buffer underflow occurs at time instance , we originally cache the video data, , where , in the video proxy server to provide QoS-guaranteed video playback, as shown in Fig. 9 . Because frame is not an I-frame, the PSC algorithm backtracks to search for an I-frame (frame ) among previous frames and caches the video data, , where , instead of the original video data, , in the video proxy server, as shown in Fig. 10 . After processing the exchange, the size of is changed from to zero and the size of is modified from zero to .
However, this exchange process is not trivial and two tricky situations need to be considered. (1) Is the uncached video data of the selected I-frame (in frame ) large enough for exchanging cached data of frame ? (2) Does buffer overflow occur while processing cached data exchange?
Let represent the size of the remaining video data in frame to be cached in the relay video proxy. Without incurring buffer overflow, the available client buffer that will retrieve cached data from the relay video proxy at time instance is denoted by , where is client buffer size and is the client buffer occupancy at time instance . The amount of data in frame that can be exchanged is determined by , where is 
B. A Fast Priority Selected Cache (FPSC) Algorithm
The drawback of the PSC algorithm is the frequent backtracking to find the closest I-frame and compute the smallest available client buffer. As a result, the PSC algorithm requires computing complexity to finish the selection of high priority video data for caching, where is the number of total video frames in the video program. We therefore propose a FPSC (Fast Priority Selected Cache) algorithm to speed up the PSC algorithm by using a stack data structure, called . For clarify the relationship of I-frames in the , we use to denote the predecessor I-frame of frame , as shown in Fig. 12 . On the analogy of this rule, denotes the predecessor I-frame of the frame in the and denotes the predecessor I-frame of the frame in the . At each time instance , will constantly keeps the location of each I-frame in a video program and records two corresponding parameters, and , while running FPSC algorithm, as shown in Fig. 12 . Meanwhile, records the available client buffer space for retrieving cached data from the relay video proxy from time instance to . Additionally, represents the size of the remaining video data in the I-frame to be cached in a relay video proxy, mentioned in the last section.
In Fig. 13 , we illustrate an example of fast I-frame selection in FPSC algorithm by using the . If buffer underflow occurs in frame at time instance , the FPSC algorithm will seek the closest I-frame fast, , by using the . In the FPSC algorithm, we use variable to track smallest available client buffer from frame to frame and the initialized value of is the maximum number, denoted by . The amount of data in I-frame that can be exchanged is determined by , when buffer underflow occurs at frame . If the amount is not enough for exchanging, the FPSC algorithm will continuously exchange cached video data from the predecessor I-frame . This exchange process is sequentially applied to the next I-frame in the until is equal to zero, is equal to zero, or the becomes empty. The FPSC algorithm is constructed by modifying Step1, rewriting Step 5 and modifying Steps 9 18 in the PSC algorithm. The detail modifications are shown as follows:
Algorithm: Fast Priority Selected Cache (FPSC) Algorithm
Step 1 of the PSC algorithm is modified as follows: (1) ; ; ; push an empty I-frame parameter into ;
Step 5 of the PSC algorithm is modified as follows: (5.e) push parameter of I-frame into the ;}
Steps 9 18 of the PSC algorithm are modified as follows: (9) ; (10) 
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we present the simulation results of tests used to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed PSC algorithm and compare its performance with previous algorithms. We test the PSC, the OC, the CC, the CAS, and the CSAS algorithms on several benchmark videos [36] . The encoding parameters of the benchmark videos and the parameters used in our experiments are described in Table I , while the statistics of the four video streams used in our experiments are presented in Table II . The experiment results are evaluated according to the following four performance indices:
1) The cache storage requirement in the
2) The
3) The
4) The percentage of cached I-frame video in the

A. Cache Storage Requirements in the Relay Video Proxy
A video server for providing on-demand services usually stores a huge number of videos. The total amount of these video contents usually tends to a high Terabytes level. From the cost-benefit analysis, it is uneconomical and impractical to replicate video servers in all access networks for QoS-guaranteed video playback. Therefore, a relay video proxy is proposed to install in the local access network for caching partial video contents. Furthermore, if minimum cache data of each video is allocated in a relay video proxy, the total cache storage required to build a relay video proxy will be dramatically reduced. The relay video proxy will be easy-to-install and the scalability of streaming video service will be extensively distributed.
In this section, on each benchmark video, the different storage requirement computed by the CC, CAS, CSAS, OC and PSC algorithms are presented. In Fig. 14 , we will show which algorithm caches the smallest portion of a video in the relay video proxy by experiment subject to QoS-guaranteed video playback. Given the same resources, we present the relationship between the cached percentage of each benchmark video and the variation of the external WAN bandwidth. Based on the average bit rate of each benchmark video, we present the percentage variation of cached video in the 200 kbps variation of external WAN bandwidth.
When the external WAN bandwidth increases, the storage requirement of each benchmark video computed by these algorithms decreases. In Fig. 14 , take video "Star War" for example, we show that the PSC algorithm caches 17% of this video data in the relay video proxy and the CC algorithm caches 48% of the video data in the relay video proxy, when we stream this video with using its average bit rate 218 kbps. On average, the cached storage requirement of each benchmark video is reduced by more than 31%, while using the PSC algorithm. In experiment results on the four benchmark videos, we show the experimental curve of the PSC algorithm is very close to the curves of the OC algorithm. Therefore, in the cache storage requirement, the PSC algorithm approaches optimal. Additionally, the decreasing slope of experimental curve computed by the PSC algorithm is sharper than those computed by the CC and CAS algorithms, when we stream these benchmark videos with using more external WAN bandwidth than their average bit rates. The larger the frame variation, the later the experiment curves will meet. Hence, the PSC algorithm reduces the cache storage even further when the external WAN bandwidth is more sufficient, particularly for a video with large frame size variations.
B. External WAN Bandwidth Utilization
Currently, the cost of using external WAN bandwidth is high compared to that of using bandwidth in access network. In a distributed video-streaming system, high bandwidth utilization implies that more video requests can be served simultaneously. A good system design for streaming services should utilize the external WAN bandwidth as far as possible at all times so as to save cost. In this section, we present the relationship between the percentage of WAN bandwidth utilization and the allocated WAN bandwidth. Through simulation, we stream the four benchmark videos with their distinct streaming schedules computed by CC, CAS, OC, CSAS, and PSC algorithms. In Fig. 15 , the experimental results are presented to show the utilization of the external WAN bandwidth for streaming four benchmark videos distinctly. We mainly observe the variation of bandwidth utilization in the 200 kbps of their specific average bit rate.
According to the experiment results, the WAN bandwidth utilization percentage decreases when the external WAN bandwidth increases. This indicates that the higher the external WAN bandwidth, the more waste of bandwidth there is. Because of frame size variation, the bandwidth utilization of the CC algorithm without considering client buffer control decreases rapidly. Additionally, because the buffer is limited and causes overflow in streaming a video data, WAN bandwidth utilization cannot reach 100% all the time by using the CAS, OC, CSAS, and PSC algorithms. From the experiment result of video "Star War," we find that the PSC algorithm utilizes 85% WAN bandwidth, the CAS algorithm utilizes 76% WAN bandwidth, and the CC algorithm only utilizes 51% WAN bandwidth, while streaming this video with its average bit rate. On average, the bandwidth utilization of the PSC algorithm increases more 34% than that of the CC algorithm and more 25% than that of the CAS algorithm, if each benchmark video is streamed with its average bit rate. Additionally, the results of the PSC algorithm are close to that of the OC algorithm in four benchmark videos. We conclude that the PSC algorithm is effective in avoiding the waste of external WAN bandwidth.
C. External WAN Bandwidth Requirements
If the cache storage in the relay video proxy is limited, how much bandwidth of WAN bandwidth is needed to provide QoS-guaranteed video streaming services with relay video proxy install. In this section, we present the relationship between the WAN bandwidth requirement and the percentage of video cached. It is obviously that the external WAN bandwidth requirement decreases as the video cache percentage increases. In Fig. 16 , the experimental curve is sharper when the percentage of cached video is low. This indicates that the smaller the cache, the more effective the bandwidth reduction.
In Fig. 16 , we present the WAN bandwidth requirement computed by the CC, CAS, OC, CSAS, and PSC algorithms when the video proxy storage increases. Compared with the CC algorithm, the PSC algorithm, on average, reduces the external WAN bandwidth requirement by more than 50% when the cached data of a video is less than 25%. Additionally, compared with the CAS algorithm, the PSC algorithm can, on average, reduce the allocated WAN bandwidth by more than 15% when the cached data of a video is less than 15%. 
D. Percentage of Cached I-Frame Video
On the basis of each frame with different importance in a compressed video, we give high priority to the I-frame video data for been cached in the relay video proxy. In this section, we present the relationship between the percentage of cached I-frame video data and the variation of external WAN bandwidth. In Fig. 17 , we find that the higher the external WAN bandwidth is allocated, the more I-frame video data will be cached by these two algorithms. We want to present which algorithm caches the most high priority video data into the relay video proxy.
First of all, we want to explain why we only compare the experimental results of OC and PSC algorithm in this experiment. From the experiment results in Section IV-A, we find that the CC and CAS caches too much video data in the relay video proxy, so we only test the cached I-frame video data computed by the PSC and OC algorithms to present the effectiveness of the PSC algorithm based on the equal amount of total cached data. In Fig. 17 , take video "Star War" for example, we show that 39% of the cached video computed by the OC algorithm and 55% of cached video computed by the PSC algorithm are high priority video data (I-frame) in the relay video proxy, when we stream this video with using its average bit rate 218 kbps.
Experiments on the benchmark videos show that, on average, the PSC algorithm improves the ratio of I-frame video cached in a relay video proxy by more than 15% compared to the conventional OC algorithm. The PSC algorithm effectively selects the maximum amount of high priority frame data and caches it in the relay video proxy so as to minimize packet loss and improve error recovery. Additionally, the PSC algorithm gathers the cached data together belonging to a smallest set of I-frame video data. If the frame is a unit of cache video data, the PSC algorithm will cache the smallest number of I-frames into the relay video proxy subject to QoS-guaranteed video playback. This will causes that the PSC algorithm is easy to implement in video streaming applications.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In recent years, due to advances in broadband technology, video streaming services across the Internet have gained in popularity. Most current commercial streaming products only provide poor quality video streaming (with low bit rate). Because of insufficient bandwidth, it is difficult for service providers to stream high quality videos across the Internet. However, by caching portions of a video in a relay video proxy closed to clients, the video content can be streamed with CBR (constant-bit-rate) services. The conventional CC algorithm is a good design for selecting the cached data of each video into the relay video proxy. However, the CC algorithm usually caches too much video data in the relay video proxy. It causes that the relay video proxy requires a large amount of storage space for video caching. On the other hand, the OC algorithm is optimal to cache the minimum amount of video data in the relay video proxy for QoS-guaranteed video playback. In a lossless network environment, the OC algorithm is the most cost-effective approach to minimizing cache storage in the relay video proxy and the external WAN bandwidth requirement. However, data packets often lost while delivering video data across the Internet and the video playback quality is seriously affected. Additionally, because of high bit rate requirement, high quality video is generally in a compressed format. While streaming this high quality video, once the loss of packets belonging to a high priority frame occurs, it will be difficult to decode all subsequent low priority frames. The quality of playback will downgrade very fast. In this paper, we therefore propose the PSC algorithm, a novel approach that selects the maximum amount of video data from high priority frames and caches this selected video data in the relay video proxy. Experiment results on several benchmark videos show that the PSC algorithm uses the minimum amount of storage space in a relay video proxy and reduces the maximum bandwidth (as does the OC algorithm). Additionally, the PSC algorithm also improves the ratio of I-frame data cached in a relay video proxy by more than 15% compared to the conventional OC algorithm. With using the PSC algorithm, decoding errors caused by packet loss will be reduced and video playback quality will be guaranteed. Furthermore, if the frame is a unit of cache video data, the PSC algorithm will gathers the cached video data together belonging to a smallest set of I-frames. This property of the PSC algorithm causes that video caching process is easy to implement for video streaming applications. 
